PRODUCT THEATERS

SELECT FROM ONE OF FOUR OPTIONS:

**OPTION 1**
Product Theater A  
Seats 100 People  
$14,000  
Per 30-Minute Slot

**OPTION 2**
Product Theater B  
Seats 150 People  
$15,000  
Per 30-Minute Slot

**OPTION 3**
Product Theater C  
Seats 150 People  
$15,000  
Per 30-Minute Slot

**OPTION 4**
Product Theater D  
Seats 200 People  
$17,000  
Per 30-Minute Slot

**PRODUCT THEATER TIME SLOTS**

**Saturday, October 10/3**
12:30pm – 1:00pm
1:15pm – 1:45pm

**Sunday, October 10/4**
12:30pm – 1:00pm
1:15pm – 1:45pm

**Monday, October 10/5**
12:30pm – 1:00pm
1:15pm – 1:45pm

**PROMOTION:**
• Onsite Final Program (promotion of product theaters)
• Online at aapexperience.org, conference website
• Exhibit Guide (if committed before print date)
• Exhibit hall entrance unit
• Agenda will be distributed with the tote bag (provided to every attendee at registration)

**EQUIPMENT:**
• Theater seating
• Complete audio visual package
• Option to add food & beverage (at an additional cost)
• Lead retrieval
# PRODUCT THEATERS: APPLICATION

## CHOOSE YOUR PRODUCT THEATER:

- Product Theater A
- Product Theater B
- Product Theater C
- Product Theater D

## KEY CONTACT FOR PRODUCT THEATER

### COMPANY/ORGANIZATION NAME

### KEY CONTACT AND TITLE

### ADDRESS

### CITY  STATE  POSTAL CODE  COUNTRY

### TELEPHONE  EXT

### E-MAIL

---

## PLEASE BE SURE TO INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

- Application
- Submission of content, to include schedule of presentation
- Speaker contact information and credentials

---

## GUIDELINES

AAP National Conference faculty and/or Section/Council Executive Committee members are not permitted to present for a product theater. Product theaters are facilitated onsite by the presenting company, in accordance with AAP guidelines.

**Continuing Medical Education:**
Continuing Medical Education (CME) credit may not be offered by companies/organizations for their educational presentation. All marketing & promotional pieces for the product theater(s) must include the following text: The presentation(s) for this Product Theater are not designated for CME credit. This (These) presentation(s) is (are) neither sponsored nor endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics. All marketing pieces must be submitted to the AAP for review and approval.

The materials must clearly show that the product theater is sponsored by the company and not the AAP—this determination is up to the discretion of the AAP.

The AAP will not promote product theater presentations that have not been paid in full.

---

An invoice will be sent to the key contact once the product theater is approved.

---

## Cancellation:
All cancellations must be received in writing. An accepted submission for product theater must cancel on or before May 29, 2020. Cancellations before May 29, 2020 are entitled to a 50% refund. Cancellations after May 29, 2020 will not be entitled to a refund.

## Submission and Scheduling Process:
All presentations will be reviewed by the AAP before being accepted. Upon acceptance, time slots will be provided on a first-come, first-served basis. Submissions should be sent to:

- Eva Fujino, AAP Exhibits Manager, efujino@aap.org
- Racheal McDonald, Meeting Services & Exhibits Coordinator, rmcdonald@aap.org

## Questions?
Please direct product theater questions to Eva Fujino, AAP Exhibits Manager, efujino@aap.org or 630/626-6585, or Racheal McDonald, Meeting Services & Exhibits Coordinator, rmcdonald@aap.org or 630/626-6243.